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See talk of 
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tomorrow







Crucial  ingredient:
the MAGNET !
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Antiproton result





“Low  energy
 problem”
 [solar modulation]

“High energy 
  problem”
 
at the center
 of intense  interest
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BESS flights:



BESS proton flux   measurements

Solar Modulations



Moving magnetic scattering centers

Ε f = Ei  Z ∆V 

Reasonably good approximation:

The effect of the solar wind
is equivalent to a POTENTIAL
with particles  losing an energy
∆E =  Z V



Time  Variations  of Cosmic Rays

Induced by variations  in intensity of the solar wind

Commonly used approximation for the description 
of the modulation is the 

FORCE FIELD approximation.
The effect of the wind  is equivalent to a potential
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A single parameter  controls the variation of the  spectra



Charge Dependent Solar Modulation 



High energy: 
ratio e+/e-
grow with  E !!

Very unexpected
result  for the
“astrophysical
 background”



FERMI:   electron + positron  flux



FERMI:   electron + positron  flux

“Excess”  [??] 
 of  electrons + positrons

....
Possible...

but certainly not necessary 



FERMI:   electron + positron  flux



Proton and electron  energy spectra

E-2.70

E-3.04





Proton and electron + Positron energy spectra

Use:  e+/e-  ratio
from Pamela 
fit of  e=(e++e-) data
to estimate e+ flux

E-2.70

E-3.04





Proton and electron + Positron energy spectra

Use:  e+/e-  ratio
from Pamela 
fit of  e=(e++e-) data
to estimate e+ flux

New  component
“emerging”
at high energy ??



ATIC   Balloon  experiment  (electron + positron)   







HESS  Cherenkov Telescope





“STANDARD    DESCRIPTION”

 of   the  Cosmic Ray   fluxes
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Fundamental  propagation equation:



Fundamental  propagation equation:

Diffusion Energy LossSource



Fundamental  propagation equation:

Diffusion Energy LossSource

additional terms:

 interaction
 decay
 convection
 reacceleration 

...



Fundamental  propagation equation:

Diffusion Energy LossSource



Fundamental  propagation equation:

Diffusion Energy LossSource

0

Stationary Solution



Stationary Solution

PROTONS

Neglect 
energy loss

Boundary 
Condition

(Z
halo

)2



Propagation
as diffusion





Escape as  “absorbing  boundary condition”
The diffusion coefficient   become  infinity at  the 
boundary

Galaxy as
a cylinder



“Slab  Galaxy”











Sources

For primary particles (protons, electrons): 
Ensemble of  “quasi-instantaneous”   
point sources?



Time and
space  origin 
of the protons
(in the “slab galaxy”
 toy model)

Homogeneous 
Stationary injection

Dashed line:
exponential of 
same  average



Field  COUNTERCLOCKWISE in arm  regions
          (clockwise  in interarm  regions)

Han, Manchester  et al. Ap.J. 642, 868 (2006)

Regular
Magnetic
Field

in the plane
of the 
Milky Way



General Structure
of the Magnetic  field
outside of the plane
of the Galaxy



SuperNovae    as  main sources of galactic CR

SN1006 Tycho Cas A

C
h
a



ENERGY  Spectrum



A  + p →  A
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Secondary nuclei



Secondary Nuclei

CREAM

  = 0.6

  = 0.7

  = 0.33



Propagation equation for  electrons 

Source Diffusion Energy Loss

Boundary 
Condition





Energy Loss  (variation) 

Effect of energy Losses  on the spectrum





Homogeneous  injection:











protons

electrons

Secondary
nuclei 

Pair 
production



POSITRON  EXCESS  possible  explanations:

“Near Sources”

“NEW Sources”

Dark Matter

New Astrophysical Source
(Pulsars)

New mechanism in
standard sources
Cascade pair injection
P.Blasi







Protons



Protons

Electrons





astro-ph/0903.2794

New mechanism in 
“standard Supernova acceleration” scenario

INJECTION of  e+e-  pairs
from accelerated  particles  at the source

Crucial  problems: 
  Normalization
  Spectrum



Comparison  with ROSAT  observation

 HESS  Telescope 

Observations   with TeV  photons  



Injection is
a power law in
MOMENTUM 

Normalization Condition   for the same  source:



Injection is
a power law in
MOMENTUM 

Normalization Condition   for the same  source:

Protons 
and Electrons
from SAME
dominant source







Detailed 
calculation



PULSARS 

CRAB  Nebula



CRAB Nebula

Red Radio
Green Optical
Blue X-rays



VELA  Pulsar



GEMINGA



Fermi Pulsar detection







Energy is available

Dynamics of  particle production?

Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008



Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008 Contribution from all  Pulsars



Hooper, Blasi, Serpico 2008 Contribution from single close Pulsar







“Leptophilic”  DM ?
 Leptonically decaying DM ?

 Boost Factor from clumpy DM ?
  [Sommerfeld enhancement]





Conclusions

Astrophysical  explanation for the
Pamela positron  excess exist.

   Dishomogeneity  of the sources

   Direct acceleration of  positrons in SNR

   New sources   (Pulsars)

    Perhaps all three mechanisms  
    contribute in different amount.

 The clarification of  this  questions  should   be possible
 with a combination of  different methods.

 Life is more difficult  for DM  indirect searches


